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Exotic & Unseen Costa Rica

Discover the mysterious and fascinating ways in which animals and plants—and people—interact with one another in
the rainforests of Costa Rica. More than just a simple collection of essays, this book is a testament to the wonder of
life in all its countless guises, as seen through the eyes of a
man with a gift for subtle discernment and a natural flair
for storytelling. Ideal for travelers to Costa Rica, as well as
teachers and students of rainforest ecology, the environment and global eco-tourism.

Monkeys Are Made of Chocolate:
Exotic and Unseen Costa Rica
By Jack Ewing
Foreword by Daniel Quinn
“Jack Ewing’s thirty-year adventure in a Costa Rican jungle has
produced a book full of infectious
love and amazing lore.”

“...A thought-provoking adventure
into the questions that deal with
some of the most basic and elusive
issues confronting man today.”

– Daniel Quinn, award winning author
of “Ishmael”

– Ben Vaughn of Dominical.Biz

“I taught about leaf cutter ants to
my sixth grade class and the children were thrilled and amazed.”
– Stu Summer, middle school teacher Hillsdale, New York

“A treasure trove of Costa Rican
life and natural history.”
– Georgie Wingfield,Agronomist - England

“...perfect reading for every
inquisitive traveler to Costa Rica.”
– Rob Rachowiecki, former author of
“Lonely Planet Costa Rica” guidebook

“Jack’s essays offer great insight
into tropical natural history, rural
Costa Rican culture and environmental issues ... I use the book in
my tropical ecology and conservation course.”
– Dick Andrus, Professor - Binghamton
University, New York

“...this is one of the very best
nature books I’ve read in a long
time...it is super engaging and has
a wonderful yet not overpowering
environmental message.”
– Rob Sheppard, editor and outdoor
photographer

$19.95 ISBN 978-0-9658098-1-8
6 x 9 soft cover 240 pages with color insert
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